Molecular networks perturbed in a developmental animal model of brain injury.
Methylazoxymethanol (MAM) is widely used as a developmental neurotoxin and exposure to its glucoside (i.e., cycasin) is associated with the prototypical neurological disorder western Pacific ALS/PDC. However, the specific molecular targets that play a key role in MAM-induced brain injury remain unclear. To reveal potential molecular networks targeted by MAM in the developing nervous system, we examined characteristic phenotypic changes (DNA damage, cytoarchitecture) induced by MAM and their correlation with gene expression differences using microarray assays (27,648 genes). Three day-old postnatal C57BL/6 mice (PND3) received a single injection of MAM and the cerebellum and cerebral cortex of PND4, 8, 15, and 22 mice were analyzed. DNA damage was detected in both the cerebellum (N7-mGua, TUNEL labeling) and cerebral cortex (N7-mGua) of PND4 mice, but progressive disruption of the cytoarchitecture was restricted to the cerebellum. A majority (>75%) of the genes affected (cerebellum 636 genes, cortex 1080 genes) by MAM were developmentally regulated, with a predominant response early (PND4) in the cerebellum and delayed (PND8 and 15) in the cerebral cortex. The genes and pathways (e.g., proteasome) affected by MAM in the cerebellum are distinct from cortex. The genes perturbed in the cerebellum reflect critical cellular processes such as development (17%), cell cycle (7%), protein metabolism (12%), and transcriptional regulation (9%) that could contribute to the observed cytoarchitectural disruption of the cerebellum. This study demonstrates for the first time that specific genes and molecular networks are affected by MAM during CNS development. Further investigation of these targets will help to understand how disruption of these developmental programs could contribute to chronic brain injury or neurodegenerative disease.